






























                    Proposed RLA Conditions 


1. The restricted landing area may be used by single-engine aircraft with an approach speed of 
60 knots or less. The FAA would categorize the aircraft to be used at this RLA as Airport 
Reference Code, A-I, the smallest aircraft categorized by the FAA.


2. Owners may base two each, A-I single engine airplane that meet all FAA requirements to 
safely operate in and out of the proposed Restricted Landing Area.


3. The restricted landing area will be used only during daylight hours defined as any time 
between 0730 a.m. and 9 p.m., or between one half hour before sunrise and one half hour 
before sunset when such daylight hours consist of a period shorter than the hours between 
0730 a.m. to 9 p.m. The landing area will not be artificially illuminated.


4. Aircraft shall have no operational limitations.  All aircraft shall follow the RLA Aircraft 
Operation Plan.(Attached)


5. Guests are limited to no more than four single flights per day. All guests must have prior  
permission from the current owner(s) to use the restricted landing area. A flight consists of a 
takeoff and a landing.


6. Owners and Guest will always abide by the RLA Aircraft Operation Plan that will be attached 
to the FAA airport notes with this RLA. Guest will be briefed of this plan before arrival by 
owner(s).


7. Each airplane hangar will be allowed to store 90 gallons of gas per the attached letter from 
the North Hero Fire Chief.


8. Access to the personal landing area will be made available to emergency services, including 
but not limited to local and state medical, military, fire, rescue, and disaster relief services.


9. The property will contain a windsock or more advanced device that alerts the pilot to

wind direction.


12. Owners may hold one not for profit event each year at the RLA.


10. Owners may engage in all non commercial aviation activities with the RLA. Including the 
use of ultralights. Recreational aviation will be the primary use of the RLA.


11. RLA is to be used year round.


13. This permit runs with the land and will continue even after the applicant(s) sells or transfers 
their interest in the property as depicted on the engineering survey by TCE Engineering for 
Glenn Cotton and Larry Dupont Restricted Landing Area. Copy has been attached and 
provided to the state of vermont.




                              RLA Aircraft Operation Plan


This plan is to show consideration and appreciation to the surrounding 
community to operate aircraft as friendly as possible while minimizing restrictions 
on the RLA: All FAA rules and regulations supersede this document. All pilot authority 
also supersede this document. Safety shall always supersede any of the following plan. 
Goal is to be a good neighborhood RLA.


1. Pilots shall operate in a noise friendly manner to the neighborhood at all times.

2. Pilots shall attempt to land south and takeoff north when ever conditions safely 

permit. This type of operation will basically have no effect outside the airport area 
on the neighborhood. This operation also does not fly over any homes in the area. 
This should be the primary use of the RLA.


3. Taking off to the South Operation: Short field takeoff techniques shall be used 
with climbing out at Vx until reaching 500 AGL. Then accelerate and reduce power 
to cruise. Resume normal operation when over the water.


4. Landing to the North Operations: Plan power idle operation for landing. Stay at 
least 800 MSL before power idle landing is commenced from final.


5. RLA Traffic Pattern: Left departing to the South and Right departing to the North. 
800 MSL is the pattern altitude for neighborhood appreciation. South 
Operations(RWY 20): Left pattern down wind base will not occur until reaching 
800 MSL or over the water. Down wind will fly over the active gravel pit. No base 
turns until North of the active Gravel Pit. North operations (RWY 02): Right pattern 
will not turn until reaching 800 MSL or over the water. Right down wind base will 
occur North of the active Gravel Pit with down wind planned overhead the Gravel 
Pit. Base turn will be accomplished over the water.


6. Enhance flight operations if other solutions are discovered that are safe and 
neighborhood friendly.


